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Abstract. The article deals with the analysis of the researches conducted in the field of safety management systems. Safety management system framework, methods and tools for safety analysis in Air Traffic Control have been reviewed. Principles of development of Integrated safety management system in Air Traffic Services have been proposed.
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1. Introduction

While the elimination of aircraft accidents and/or serious incidents remains the ultimate goal, it is recognized that the aviation system cannot be completely free of hazards and associated risks. Human activities or human-built systems cannot be guaranteed to be absolutely free from operational errors and their consequences [2]. Therefore, safety is a dynamic characteristic of the aviation system, whereby safety risks must be continuously mitigated. As long as safety risks are kept under an appropriate level of control, a system as open and dynamic as aviation can still be managed to maintain the appropriate balance between production and protection.

A safety culture [2] encompasses the commonly held perceptions and beliefs of an organization’s members pertaining to the public’s safety and can be a determinant of the behaviour of the members. A healthy safety culture relies on a high degree of trust and respect between personnel and management and must therefore be created and supported at the senior management level.

Safety risk management [2] encompasses the assessment and mitigation of safety risks. The objective of safety risk management is to assess the risks associated with identified hazards and develop and implement effective and appropriate mitigations. Safety risk management is therefore a key component of the safety management process at both the State and product/service provider level.

An Safety Management System (SMS) [2] is a system to assure the safe operation of aircraft through effective management of safety risk. This system is designed to continuously improve safety by identifying hazards, collecting and analysing data and continuously assessing safety risks. The SMS seeks to proactively contain or mitigate risks before they result in aviation accidents and incidents.

The SMS framework includes four components representing the minimum requirements for SMS implementation [2]:
— safety policy and objectives;
— safety risk management;
— safety assurance;
— safety promotion.

Integrated SMS in Air Traffic Services (ATS) includes above mentioned general requirements to SMS and also deals with such complex tasks as [4, 5, 6]:
— assessment of flight safety level, threats and hazards in different airspace structures (aerodrome traffic, Terminal Control Areas (TMA) and control areas);
— estimation/optimisation of air traffic flows parameters in terminal control areas and control areas;
— improvement of airspace structures/route network based on results of assessment of flight safety level and estimation of air traffic flows parameters.

These tasks are solved by specific modules of Integrated SMS in ATS, which are considered further in this article.

2. Methods and tools for safety analysis in Air Traffic Control

Assessment of flight safety level, threats and hazards is a complex problem and covers a wide spectrum of activities, so large variety of tools is needed. The methods and tools are organized into seven classes.
This classification is based on the function of the tool, but other means of classification could be adopted, and many tools could have been placed in more than one class, as they perform multiple functions [3]:

1. Safety Event Data Systems. These tools are designed to collect, manage and/or analyse data on events that imply a compromise of the margin of safety desired in air traffic management. Such tools might be used to retrieve data on a single event, or on a collection of events.

Examples of these tools/systems are:
— Automatic Safety Monitoring Tool (ASMT, Eurocontrol);
— Tool Kit for ATM Occurrence Investigation (TOKAI, Eurocontrol);
— Civil Aviation Daily Occurrence Reporting System (CADORS, Transport Canada);
— Mandatory Occurrence Reporting Scheme (MORS, UK CAA).

Also shall be mentioned European Co-Ordination Centre for Aviation Incident Reporting Systems (ECCAIRS), is a European Union initiative to harmonize the reporting of aviation occurrences by Member States so that the Member States can pool and share data on a peer-to-peer basis.

2. Air Traffic Replay and Non-interactive Simulation. Tools for real-time (or fast-time) replay or static display of recorded aircraft tracks and/or air traffic controller actions for the purpose of helping an analyst determine how an actual or hypothetical event, or series of events, might have occurred. These tools also include under various traffic loads, routings, procedures, etc.

Examples of these tools/systems are:
— Future ATM Concepts Evaluation Tool (FACET, NASA);
— Reorganized ATC Mathematical Simulator (RAMS Plus);
— Replay Interface for TCAS Alerts (RITA, Eurocontrol);
— GRaphical Airspace Design Environment (GRADE, USA).

3. Human Interactive Simulation Tools and Facilities are real-time simulation tools for involving one or more humans acting as ATC specialists and possibly as aircraft pilots. These are useful in studying human factors relating to actual or hypothetical events. They could also be used to evaluate proposed changes in equipment, operating rules, procedures, etc.

Examples of these tools/systems are:
— Human Error Reduction in ATM (HERA, Eurocontrol);
— Technique for Human Error Rate Prediction (THERP);
— TRACEr lite (Eurocontrol).

4. Risk Analysis. Those tools have a place in getting some sample data. But to estimate risk one would have to resort to a risk analysis tool that could simulate many replications of a risk scenario in order to get an estimate of what the probability of a failure might be. These tools estimate risk associated with a specified event, procedure, or action.

Examples of these tools/systems are:
— Traffic Organization and Perturbation AnalyZer (TOPAZ, Netherlands);
— Quantitative Risk Assessment System (QRAS, The University of Maryland).

5. Human Factors Analysis refers to the study of human performance (e.g., cognitive, perceptual, physiological, motor) and the human-machine interface. This includes tools for investigating, estimating, or predicting human error, capacity, capability, and task loads under various situations.

Examples of these tools/systems are:
— Controlled Airspace Synthetic Environment (CASE, Alenia Marconi Systems);
— FAA Center for Aviation Simulation, The NLR ATC Research Simulator (NARSIM, Netherlands).

Also shall be mentioned EUROCONTROL Simulation Capability Platform for Experimentation (ESCAPE), which is the biggest ATC real-time simulator in Europe used for R&D, training, and various studies.

6. Text/Data Mining and Data Visualization. Text mining tools are designed to automatically extract structured information from text. Data mining tools process large volumes of structured data to extract potential cause and effect relationships, patterns, trends, etc. Most of these tools were not developed for aviation safety, but could potentially help analyse air traffic safety event data.

Examples of these tools/systems are:
— Traffic Organization and Perturbation AnalyZer (TOPAZ, Netherlands);
— Quantitative Risk Assessment System (QRAS, The University of Maryland).

7. General Tools for Data Analysis. Dealing with data often requires the construction of databases. This includes general tools for creating databases, and for retrieving and processing electronic data. They facilitate computerized detection of potential relationships and trends. The only purpose in defined separate categories is that some questions about methods and tools in one group would not apply to those in other classes.
The presented samples of methods and tools provide a wide range of capabilities to support air traffic safety analysis. All of these tools require considerable skill and knowledge of air traffic management procedures to use effectively, as well, of course, as access to suitable data.

3. Description of Integrated Safety Management System in Air Traffic Services

The integrated SMS in ATS operates in environment of the Simulator complex “Control” as a set of external/independent modules (Fig. 1).

The Simulator complex “Control” includes the 3D view of an manoeuvring area of aerodrome generated by the Simulator complex “Control” includes aerodrome layout, infrastructure, buildings, facilities, static/dynamic objects, aircraft, vehicles and personnel, meteorological conditions, etc.

This information is highly demanded by the experts investigating the flight safety level on aerodrome and in the vicinity of aerodrome.

As a part of the Simulator complex “Control”, the Integrated SMS in ATS includes the following modules:

Module 1 — The module of assessment of flight safety level, hazards and risks in TMA;
Module 2 — The module of evaluation and representation of air traffic flows in TMA;
Module 3 — The module of optimisation of air traffic flows and airspace structure in TMA.

Let’s give the brief description and explanation of principles of work of above mentioned modules of the Integrated SMS in ATS.

The functional tasks of the module of assessment of flight safety level, hazards and risks in TMA are:
— proactive search of latent conditions, problematic areas and origins (triggers) of possible incidents and accidents;
— assessment of revealed hazards and risks according to standardised methodology;
— detailed qualitative evaluation and analysis of indices representing actual flight safety level in defined TMA;
— assessment of interrelations between major safety factors and analysis of direct influence of different categories of factors on integral flight safety level.

The functional tasks of the module of evaluation and representation of air traffic flows in TMA are:
— gathering and pre-processing of statistics of air traffic flows according to standardised methodology;
— generation of summaries (reports) of air traffic flows depending on user request parameters and filters;
— initial analysis of parameters of air traffic flows in TMA, which is necessary for further improvements;
— tactical level tasks including operations with optimisation of trajectories of Aircraft in real-time mode (also use of more direct routes, bypass routes, etc.).

In this module used a linear dynamic systems model for the air traffic (Fig. 3). This model can be used for predicting traffic count, which is the number of aircraft in a given area centre.

\[
d_i(k) = \beta_i j x_i(k) + x_j(k) - \sum_{j=1}^{N} \beta_j x_j(k) + d_i(k)
\]

\[
b_i j x_i(k) = \beta_i j x_i(k)
\]

\[
b_j i x_j(k) = \beta_j i x_j(k)
\]

\[
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\]

\[
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\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Departures from airport inside } & \text{ACC}_i \\
\text{Outflow to } & \text{ACC}_j \\
\text{Inflow from } & \text{ACC}_j \\
\text{Arrivals in } & \text{ACC}_i
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 3. The components of air traffic flow in a given area centre:
ACC — Area Control Centre

The resulting traffic count forecast, which is a measure of future demand, can then be balanced against the available capacity using traffic flow management:

\[
x_i(k + 1) = x_i(k) - \sum_{j=1}^{N} \beta_j x_j(k) + \sum_{j=1}^{N} \beta_{j i} x_j(k) + d_i(k)
\]

The functional tasks of the module of optimisation of air traffic flows and airspace structure in TMA:
— optimisation of airspace structures, network of ATS routes and standard arrival/departure routes according to air traffic flows statistics and qualitative evaluation of flight safety level;
— improvement of airspace structures in order to increase capacity and flight safety level;
— safety management by means of implementation of strategies of risk control/mitigation;
— strategic level tasks including long term planning to improve composition of the route network, capacity of airspace structures and optimise main air traffic flows in region (also civil-military co-ordination, flexible use of airspace, airspace use scenarios, etc).

4. Conclusions

The Integrated SMS in ATS is addressed to Aeronautical services providers to assist in solving complex problems connected with flight safety and air traffic flows in terminal/control areas. Further work will be connected with improvement of the modules and getting feedback from users of the system. Additional researches are necessary to improve the database of air situation scenarios by adding different types of emergency situations on manoeuvring area of aerodrome and terminal/control areas.
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Проаналізовано дослідження шоло систем управління безпекою польотів. Розглянуто методи та програмне забезпечення аналізу безпеки польотів при обслуговуванні повітряного руху. Запропоновано принципи побудови інтегрованої системи управління безпекою польотів при обслуговуванні повітряного руху.
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Проанализированы исследования в области систем управления безопасностью полетов. Рассмотрены методы и программное обеспечение анализа безопасности полетов при обслуживании воздушного движения. Предложены принципы построения интегрированной системы управления безопасностью полетов при обслуживании воздушного движения.
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